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1.2.13 Using Workflows as Programming Abstraction for
Wireless Sensor and Actor Network Applications
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As initial challenges of Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks (WSANs) are overcome, their applica-

tion possibilities evolve. There is general consensus that the existing node-level programming lan-

guages do not provide adequate abstractions to implement user applications. Different middleware

approaches have been proposed to alleviate the development effort. These macroprogramming lan-

guages, however, mainly focus on data extraction and not on in-network actuation.

In [1], we have proposed the usage of workflows as a means to define

the logic that orchestrates the network activity. With this abstraction,

the loop of event-sensing, decision and acting can be closed, leading

to a reduced need for unnecessary, slow and error-prone human in-

tervention in the process. In this way, the whole WSAN loop can be

shifted to the network. Intuitively, this approach presents a number

of benefits, namely: a) faster reaction to the event, as the decision is

taken closer to the point of interest; b) enhanced reliability, due to the

smaller chance of losing messages in the loop sequence; and c) en-

ergy savings (i.e. extended network lifetime) for the reduced amount

of messages exchanged between event sources, sinks and actuation

nodes.

These benefits, however, don’t come for free. For this purpose, an in-

frastructure must be devised which senses and generates the data that

causes the state transitions in such workflow and executes its associated actions. We have already

identified a minimal set of operator to compose workflows (see figure) and provided a simple execu-

tion algorithm in [1]. Our focus is now placed in defining an in-network event detection mechanism

exploiting the hierarchically structure of a scoped sensor network [2]. We believe that this abstrac-

tion is of practical relevance to the WSAN practitioners while still holding promise to an in-network

operation.
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